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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1962-Not long after Anders and the others died, there 
was a terrifying roar from the Saints Association. 

“It doesn’t matter who you are! I will smash your corpse into thousands of pieces and 
smash your bones into ashes.” 

The sound resonated through the sky. 

The clouds that were originally covering the sky were blown away and the sky became 
clear in an instant. 

Not only that, this angry voice penetrated countless spaces and distances, allowing 
people in all five major regions of the Central Sacred Continent to hear it. 

This person’s strength was so great that their voice could terrify everyone. 

The nearest members of the Saints Association were all trembling with fright. 

West End of the Central Sacred Continent. 

David heard the angry voice too. 

He knew immediately that this person was Zenon, the Sacred Saint grandmaster of the 
Palmore family. 

The deaths of Anders and others must have angered the newly appointed head of the 
Saints Association. 

David could deduce from this voice that Zenon was not weak. 

His Saint Power was so thick and dense that it was no wonder he was able to defeat the 
previous head of the Saints Association. 

Sure enough, he was not just hot wind. 

Despite this, unfortunately, he did not have any Divine Power. 

Therefore, no matter how strong it was, his aura was at best at peak Sacred Saint 
Rank. 2 

A peak Sacred Saint could be regarded as the strongest in the eyes of other people in 
Star Kingdom. 



However, in front of David, a partial Pre-Deity who already possessed Divine Power, he 
was no better than an ant. 

One was still Saint while the other had surpassed Saint Realm and became a Pre-Deity. 

The two were not on the same level at all. 

A smile curled up on David’s lips. 

He would not trouble Zenon for now. 

The Fellowes family just sent him the message that the Palmore family was only 
monitoring them, but they had not done anything yet. 

Therefore, David was not in a hurry. 2 

He would get the more important things done first. 

He would back to the Iridescent Sect and save Celeste. 

As for Zenon, David would let him live for two more days. 

He could not escape anyway. 

The Iridescent Continent. The Forbidden Valley. 

Five people were staying there. 

This was the four reputable elders from the Iridescent Sect and their disciple, Lorraine, 
who was also the current head of the seven high priestesses. 

After this period of practice, Lorraine’s strength changed drastically. 

When she first came to Star Kingdom from Earth, she was still far from Star Realm. 

Now, she was already a peak Star Ranker. 

This cultivation speed was really jaw-dropping. 

A lot of the credit went to the accumulation of countless resources and the teachings of 
the four reputable elders, but most of it went to Lorraine’s alluring body. 

The combination of the three created a talented woman who could cultivate as fast as a 
rocket. 

If there were no accidents, she would be another rising star in the future. 



Of course, no matter how fast Lorraine’s cultivation speed was, there was still a large 
gap between her and David, a man who had the cheat code in cultivation. 

Even though she was working so hard, she still could not catch upto David. 

At this time, deep in a huge cave in the forbidden area of the Iridescent Sect. 

The four reputable elders of the Iridescent Sect were getting together. 

They usually would take turns to go out to teach Lorraine. 

It was rare for the four of them to come out together. 

Obviously, they had something important to discuss. 

“Great changes have occurred in Star Kingdom. Zenon defeated Sid, became the head 
of the Saints Association, and changed the rules. Then, three True Saints died one after 
another. Star Kingdom is in chaos. Many forces have begun to recall their disciples so 
they can cultivate in seclusion. What should we do?” 

“I didn’t expect that the one with the most secrets would be Zenon, that old boy.” 

“It seems that Sid’s injury has not healed, otherwise, Zenon would never have defeated 
him even if he achieved peak Sacred Saint.” 

‘These matters have nothing to do with us. The most important thing now is our next 
step. Should we stick to the working routine, or…” 
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